
Creating a Reference 

Clip and importing 

Still Shots 

TRAINING TUTORIAL 



Open your clip in Edit view with Montage visible  
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1. Use jogwheel or playback controls to 

advance video to 1st still shot 

2. Click on Add Still Shot camera icon 

3. Still shot will appear in Montage and 

marker will show on timeline 

 



Still shots can be moved, adjusted by  

using the right/left arrows in Montage 

 



To relabel the still shot, click on the edit icon (pencil).   

This will open up a text box with the still shot label and 

description. 



Drawing tools can be added to each still shot 



In similar fashion, add still shots for other still 

shots, each with its own comments and 

drawing tools 



Right-click on a still shot (usually “Contact”) to 

set as a default sync point. 

 

Whenever any clip is compared to another, 

both will automatically be aligned at their sync 

points with no need to manually advance 

each clip. 



Default sync points can be identified by bold text 



Saving a Reference Clip 

• Still shots are automatically saved to the associated dartclip 

• There is no need to formally Save  

• A Montage is an analysis storyboard or shortcut, and has no 

connection to saving Still shots 

• A Montage is an “arrangement” of clips that may contain still 

shots 

• Each clips is just a “scene” in the analysis 

• A clip can be opened multiple times in the same Montage 

 



To import still shots onto a student’s clip, 1st 
advance the clip to one of the known KP’s  

e.g. Contact 
 

Click on the Import Still shots icon, bottom 
right 

 



In the wizard that appears, select 

the still shot that matches the 

video position - Contact 

 

Then, click OK 

 



Still shots from your reference clip will 
automatically be applied to your student clip 

 
Because player tempo may be different, 

individual still shots (timeline markers) can be 
adjusted using the left/right arrows 

 


